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MAHARAM'S PROBLEM

Jeups W. Roesnrs

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Professor Wladysiaw Orlicz

O. INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the reader to the fascinating (and fiendish)

curently un"solved problem posed by D. Stone in 1947. It is intended that this paper

should be accessible to as wide an audience ast possible. With only a few exceptions, a

knowledge of Royden's book a.nd a bit of basic functional a,aalysis should sufice. For

instance, we do aot define Boolean algebras (since they a.re defined in Royden's book) but

we do outline the development of Stone spaces. The author apologizes in advance to the

experts. Throughout the erryosition we shall derive a number of equivalent formulations

of Maharam's Problem. These will be phrased as questiorls so that a positive answer t'o

one is the same as a positirrc answer to another. The paper begins with results that are

pretty stasdard (though not necessarily in print somewhere). No serious attempt is made

to credit first discovery. The end of the paper (particularly the last two sections) reflects

the author's view of the problem. The development of the subject is one of the ieast

ecoso-ical developments possible. It is hoped that it is a natural development. As one

last bit of advice, do not work on this problem unless you have tenure!

1. THE PROBIEM.

We begin by dedoiug the notiou of a submeasure a.ad notions related to submeasures.

Deflnition 1.1. Suppose A is a Booleaa algebra and v z A + [0, *) such that (1)

v(0) = g.

(2) if A,B eA and A S B tha v(A) < v(B)(vismonotone)'
(3) if A,B e.A thea v(Av 8) S v(A) + v(B)(vis subod.ditiue)

thea v is called a @ggg&, on -4.

Deffnition 1.2. If A, is ao-algebra of subsets of aset O aad u is a submeasure onA, u is

called a conti4uous submeasure if whcr,evr.r 1 An ) is a decteasing seguence in "4 such

that

cot A"- d
n=1

lim
n-€

lhen
v(4") = 0.
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Ezomplcs. (1) L€t .A be a^ny algebra of subsets of some set Q aad let B be a nonempty
subset of O. For A e A define

rz is a submeasure on "4.
(2) Suppose, once again, that "4 is an algebra of subsets of a set Q and p is a finitely'

additive vector rneasure trkisg vaiues in a.n F-space (X,ll . ll). Also suppose

s'up{ll p(A) ll: A e "4} < m

L€t v(A) = sup{ll p(B) ll: B c A,B eA}.
(3) Suppose d is a nondecr€asing subadditive function on [0, m) taking nonnegative

values such that

,lim^ d(c) - 0.

If (O,"4,p) is afinite measure space then v = 6o p is acontinuous submeasure on.A.
(4)SupposeAisaa-algebraofsubsetsofasetOandsupposethatlpalisasequence

of finite measures ou.A such that

"qrt(o) = o

For A € -4, define z(.'l) = n-SF"(.A)" Then v is a continuous submeasure on.A.

(5) Let y denote Lebesgue outer measure on tbe power set of [0, 1]. u is a submeasure.
Also if 1 An ) is an inc'reasing sequence of sets then

. ,.!g- v(A^) = '("9r'")
y is also countably subadditive, u is, unfortunately, not a continuous submeasure. This
fact is the contest of problen (17b) in[9, p.66].

Deflnition 1.3. Suppose \ and, v2 te submeasures on a Booleaa algebra A. We say
) inAthat v2 is absolutely untinuous nritl reqpect to 4 if for ady sequerce 1 An

,.I3"ort(A') = 0 iElplie that

lim.-* vz(A") - 0. vr is equiualent to v2 tf, u1 is absolutely continuous with respecl
to z2 and u2 is absolutely coutiauous with respect to u1.

Notice tbat the above dedoitioa has ao equivaleat c-6 formulation. As the piot unfolds
we shall present a nruober of equirralent foroulations of Maha,r"-'s Problem. The following
is the first of these.

Maharamts Problem f:
Suppose "4 is a a-algebra of subsets of a set X. If v is a continuous submeasure on.A, does

tbere exist a finite [teasure oa.4 equivalent to v?

,(u)=(; :l i: E!r)



2. SUBMEASURE ALGEBRAS.

Suppose v is a continuous submea.sure on a o-algebraA of. subsets of a set f2. If A, B e A,
we say that .,{ is equiualent to B if v(AAB) : 0. This, of course, is an equivalence relation
on "4. lVe denote the equivalence class of A by [A] and we let

V = ilAl , AeAI
Note that if we let D(rl, B) = u(rlAg) for A, B e A,D is a pseudometric and f is the
corresponding metric space. Also f is a Boolean algebra. We define for [Aj, [A] e E

(1) [A] v [Bl = [.,4, u 3]
(2) tAl 

^ 
[.B] = [.4 n 8]

(3) 1 = [o]
(4) 0: [c]
(5) [A]', = [,1l
(6) [,{]A[Bl = [.4A.B]
It is easily verified that these operations are well defined (independent of the represen-

tatives d, B € ,4) and that f is a Boolean algebra. 7 ir called th" "uhr1g!!" ok:!:o
induced by (u,,4, O).

It is customary to deaote the members of a Boolean algebra with lower case letters. If a
a-od 6aremembersof aBooleanalgebrawesay that c S bif oA6= a. If e is anonempty
coilectioninaBooleaoalgebrawrsayaisaouooerboundfor€if6<aforeverybe€.
lVe denote this by writi,ng € ( c. A is a least upper bound for e if

(1)eSc
(2)ifesbthenc(6

It is easily seen that any nouempty collection has a! mqst one upper bound. If a collection e
has an upp€r bound, it is denoted v€. The notions of lower bound and greatest lower borrnd

are defned similarly. The greatest lower bound of a collection € is denoted by A€. if every

noaempty couutable collection in a Booleao algebra has a least upper bound, we say that
the Boolean algebra is o-complete. If every nonempty collection has a least upper bound
we say that the Boolean algebra is complete. We note that the submeasure algebra A
induced by (v,.A,O) is a-complete.

Deflnition 2.1.

A Booleaa a-algebra "4 is called a submeasure algebra if there exists v a submeasure on

'4 such that
(1) For errcry a €, A - {0}, u(a) > 0(u is strictlv oositive)
(2) If 1 d, ) is a sequeace in *4 zuch that a1 2 a2 "" and A{o,, : n € lVi -- 0 then

"$'(c"1 
= 0 (v is a continuor:s zubmeasure)'

Of course the submeasrure algebra induced by a contirruotur submeasr:re on a a-algebra is

a submeasr:re algebra.As we shall see momeatariiy, the couverse is true. Given an abstract
Boolean algebra we aeed to get our han& on a concrete set O. The key idea here is the
notion of a Stoae space. Suppose O is a conpact llar.rsdorff space. We shall say thal a

set whicb is both closed and open is a clooea set aad we shall denote the coilection of all
clopen sets by cl(O). Clearly cl(O) is aa algebra of sets. If d(A) is a base for the topoiogy



of O (O is totallv disconnected) O is called a Stone soace. The Cantor set is an example
of a Stone space. If .9 is any set, the product space {0, l}s is also a^n example.

The Stone Representation Theorem:
If A is a Boolea.n algebra, then there exists a Stone space Q such that ,4 is a Boolean
isomorphic to cI(Q). F\rrthermore, if Qt and O2 are two such Stone spaces, then Qr is

homeomorphic to Q2.

Because Stone spaces representing a Booleao algebra "4 are unique up to homeomor-
phism, we call any such Stone space the Stone space of .4. We now provide a sketch of how
oue obt^ins a Stone space. To motirrate the idea, suppose that O is a Stone space for a
Booiean aigebra,4 aod a € O. For E € cI(O),

defi''es a two valued measure on the algebra cl(O) and thus a two ralued finiteiy additive
measure on "4. We say that / is a twqvalued finitelv additive measure on.4 if

(1)d:,A-{0,1}
(2) whea a,b €.4 and cA 6 = 0, d(aV 6) : /(c) + d(6).
(3) /(1) = 1.

We obtain the Stone space O by reversiug the above idea. The product space {0, l}x is

compact(by the Tychonoff product theorern) and totally disconnected. Let

Q = {d € {0, 1}^, d is a two-vaiued finiteiy additive measure}.

O is a closed subset of {0, 1i/, (this is easily verified) and thus O is a compact toralll'
disconnected space. If c €.,{ rve define

a={6€o:/(c)=1}.
The map a < d becomes our Booleau isomorphism from .4 to c/(O). It is easiiy seen that

each c € c/(O) aad that the map is a Boolean homormorphism. There a,re two tri&y points
herc. To shoq/ that the map is oue-toone we must show that for every a € A with o f 0,

A * 6, i.e. there eccists d e O, zuch that 6(o) = 1. To do this use Zorn's Lemma to show

that c € U, wherc U is a maximal collection in .A with the finite intersection prooerty

(ot,...,cra € U implies that cr A c2 A...A co # 0). Such a collection U is called an

ultrafilter. Theo show that if

then d € O. Since c € U,6(o) = 1. The secoad tricky poiat is that of showing that

V={aza€Al=ct(O).

ln aoy totally disco""ected compact llarrsdorff space O if an algebra 3 of clopen sets

separates poiuts, theo 3 = cI(O). After verifying this, note that,4 is an algebra of ciopen

sets a,nd ,4 sepa.rate poiuts.

o.(E)= (l il : E E)

c(6)=(l il i i il)



After orrr crash course- iu Stone spaces, let us look at what happens in the case when.4
is a Boolean o-algebra. Letting o denote the stone space, we ret

I = iE C O: there exists F € cl(O) such that EAF is nowhere dense).

The collection B is a _a-algebra in Q. This is easily verified using the fact that ,4 is a
Boolean a-algebra. when F eB, there is only oneE € cl(o) roihrt FA.E is norvhere
dense' lVe deuote E by [F]. If ,4 is a submeasure aigebra, thea there is a strictly positive
coatinuous submeasure v oo,.A.. Regarding v as d"ff-''ed on the algebra ci(O) *e defin" zonBby

v(F) = "([r])
It is easily seen that 7 is a continuous nrbmeasr.rre on 3 and,4 is Boolean isomorphic to
the submeasure algebra induced by (2,3, O).

Deflnition 2.2.

A Boolean o-algebra.,4 is called a measure algebra if there exists p a finitely additive
mea-sure on 

"-4 
such that p is strictly positive and continuous.

A measure algebra is clearly a submeasure algebra. By the preceding remarks. the
converse of this is equinalent to Maharo-'s problem.

iVlaharam's Problem fI:
Is every submeasure algebra a measure algebra?

In order to fully savor this version of Maharam's Problem, let us further investisate
some of the properties of submeasrrre algebra.s.

Deflnition 2.3.

Suppose .4 is a Boolean algebra. If g c ,4, € is called a (pairwise) disioint collection
if c,6 ! tA innlies aAb = 0. A disjoint collectios e ir.utt"
every disjoint collection in.4 is countable, ,4 is said to have the .oililLi" .huir, .o.rd.itio.,
(c.c.c/.

Deflnition 2.4.

Suppose v is asubmeasure ou I Booleaa algebra ,A. v is exhaustive if whenever ( d,, )
is a pairrn'ise disjoint sequence itr,4,

lim v(c,n) = Q.
tl-€

Proposition 2.5.

(1) If u is a costinuous submeasure on a Boolean a-algebra,4, then z is exhaustive
(2) Every subaeasure algebra satisfies c.c.c.



Proof:

(1) Let < ctn ) be a pairwise disjoint sequence in "4 and suppose u(a") -*r 0. By
passing to a subsequence if necessary we may suppose that u(a,.) > e for all n
where e ) 0. Let 6," = V{ar : ,t S n}. Then ,(b.") ) e,61 ) b2 )- "' and
A{b: n € N} :0. lVe have a contradiction since v is continuous.
Suppose that .4 is a submeasure algebra with strictly positive and continuous
submeastrre v. Lel € be a disjoiut collection in.4. For each € ) 0,

{c€€:v(a)2c}isfinite.

Othcrwise w€ can select a pairn'ise disjoint sequence ( c. ) from I so that
v(a.) ) c for all n. But theo € is countable.

Proposition 2.6.

Every Boolean a-algebra "4 with c.c.c. is complete. Also if C C A, there exists a
sequence( crr. >in€suchthat V€= V{o,,:n € lVi. Thussubmeasurealgebrasare
complete and have the above property.

Proof:

Let g C "4. By Zorn's Leona w€ may select a maximal pairwise disjoint coilection D
with the property that whenevet d g D, there exists c € € such that d S c. D is countable
so D bas aleast upperboundc. Suppose thereis somec€ €such that cS a faiis.
Then cAa' t' 0 and we may enlarge D to Dtl {cAa'}. This would contradict bhe ma-ximality
of D. Heuce € ( c. Now D = td,,: n € tf) and each d^ 1c,. for some c,,, € e. Also

c = V{d,, : n € lf} S v{c" : n € N} ! a.

Thus
a=V{cr,:n€N}=V€.

Deffnition 2.7.

Suppose '4 is a Booleao a-algebra with c.c.c. If r is a pa,rtition in.4 and o C A, we say

that c is finitelv cov€red bv r if there qists a f,nite set {c1,. .. , a.} C r such that

cSV{a;:1Sr<n}.

We say that -4 satisfies the &eaeralizgd distributive law (S.d.l.) if whenever < rn ) is a
sequeqce of pa,rtitioas, there is a siugle partition r such that if a e, T,a is finitely covered

by each n..

Notes. (1) The partitions mentiosed above are all corrntable. (2) The above definition
of the g.d.l. is not the sta,nda,rd dednitioa. But in Booleaa o-algebras with c.c.c. it is

equirraleat to the sta,odatd definitioa.

(2)



Proposition 2.E.

(1) if .A is a Boolean o-algebra and y is a continuous submeasure on,4, then for every

sequence < cn > in.4 with c : V{an : n€ N},

(2)

Proof:

(1)

€
,(a) < L,@")

n=l

i.e. v is countably subadditive.
If .A is a zubmeasure algebra, theo .4 satisfies the g.d.l.

L€t brl : c A ai A "' A o',.. Theo 6r > bz

Iim,.-*v(b") = 0. Now

v(a) = v(a1V... V c,,, v b^) S i u(a;) * r(b^).
i=l

Thusv(c)< ir(o.).
6al

(2) Let r = {4,, : n € trf} be a partition.
If 6, = or V ... V c,,, then lim. -*v(b'n) : 0

(z is our strictly positive continuous submeasure on A). Since each 6r, is finitely covered

by r, wb may for any c > 0 select o € A(a = 6,, for suitable n) such that rz(a') < e rvith
c finitely covered by o. Now if e ) 0 aad < zr,. > is a sequence of partitions rve may, for
each n, select c' such that cr is ffni16ly covered by t," and v(c'") < #.

Let o - A{o,. : n € N}. c is finitely covered by each r,n. Also,

v(a') =u(v{c'" : n € ^lf}) 
= 

p, v@!^) < e.

Thgs ore cau select a sequenc€ ( cn > in.A zuch that ea& o,n is finitely covered by all

the partitions aod J%"@t")= 0. At lasi let r = {o,-n c" A "' A o',.-r : n € N}'
In 194?, D. Stone (theo D. Maharao) posed her faoous problem i" [ 4. Io 1937 J. von

Neunrn', poced anothec fanous usolved problem in the Scottish Book (Problen 163).

Von Neunann's Problernt If, A is a BooleEo a-algebra which satisfies the c.c.c. and

g.d.l, is .4 a tnea$rre algebra?
A positirrc arurwer to vm !.[q16rnn's Proble@ would also provide a positive answer to

Mabaram's Problen (siuce submeasure algebras satisfy the c.c.c. and the 9.d.1). Before

providing the curent statrrs of this attempt at a rather lush characterization of measure

algebras, we present yet another clue in the puzzle.

Proposition 2.9.

8.4 is a Booleao a-algebra with the g.d.l. and "4 admits a strictly positive finitely
additive rneasure theo "4 is a measure algebra-



Proof:

Note that ihe c.c.c. follows automatically from the existence of a strictly positive finiteiy
a.dditive measure. Let $ denote this finitely additive measure. For each a € A define

S.@)=it'fOt"i
a€r

where the infemum is taken over all partitions r of, a (r is a partition of a if rtJ {a' } is a
partition, i.e. r = {o,.:n € trf} adisjoiatcollectionzucbthat Vn =c). It iseasily verified
that {' is strictly positive. To see that ,let a Q A - {0} a.ad suppoee partitions r,, of a
are chos€a so that

d.(o)=oligld(0.
l€rr

Siace"4 satidestheg.d.l. thereexists c€A suchthat c+0,c1a andcisfinitelycovered
by each r,,. Then

d(c) s I otal
[€r.

aod thus O < d(c) S d'(c). It now follows that "4 is a measure aigebra.

Qucstion. If 4 is a Booleao algebra with the c.c.c., does,4 a.dnit a strictly positive finitely
addive measure?

A positive ans'wer to this question would resolve all of the problerns positively. Counting
the pages left in this article along rvilh a liltle g".''esmanship tells the astute reader that
1[g anqvrcr must be negative! It is. The Sorrslin llypothesis is independent of the axioms of
set theory. lq her 1947 paper [ 7 ], D. Stone produced an example of a Boolea,n a-algebra
4 with the c.c.c. and the g.d.l. such that .A is not eveo a submeasure algebra. But the
algebra was constructed assuming the negation of the Souslin Hypothesis. Thus there is

no hope of a positive solution to the question aor to a positive solution to von Neumann's
Probleo. I" [4] Gaifman constructed a Boolean algebra J4 with the c.c.c" and such that

"4 does not admit a strictly positirrc finitely additive measure.
At this point it might seesl that the waters have becoEre a bit murky. But, in fact, it is

precisely at this poiat th^at thc galne is afoot. The true ootives of the Mahar"'' Problem
eothusiast are all too appareot. Measure algebras are firsdameatal objects in mathematics.
Booleao algebras satidyiag rron Neumaosts conditions a,re vety nearly measure algebras

(D. Stoae's exanple is the only aaople knowa other than measure algebras). Axioms
iudependeat of the axioms of set theory (such as the negatiou of the Sor.rslin Ilypothesis)
are aot gser frieadly. A oegative ensrrc! to Maharrn's Ptoblen would provide a highiy
stmctured Boolean algebra of coosiderable interest a,sd of fundaneutal importa^nce. The
strt clue to the pr:zzle coules from J. L. Kelley.

3. KELLEY'S CHARACTERIZATION OF MEASURE ALGEBRA.

It is clea.r that an algebraic characterizatiou of measure algebras would be very useful

at this poiut. Tbe search for such conditioas has beeu a -ajor theme so fa,r. The von



|r[ssrnnnn conditions rrnfortusately do not sufrce. Is her 1947 paper [ 71, D. Stone gave

an algebraic cha.racterization of measure algebras. However, the conditions obtained are

rather complicated. In 1959, J. L. Kelley gave an algebraic characterization of measure

algebras which is the best obtained to this date (and perhaps the best possible). The idea

is to obtain a condition on a Boolean algebra equi'ralent to its having a strictly positive

finitely additive measure. To motilrate this we consider an algebra "4 of subsets of a set Q

(every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to an algebra of sets). Suppose / is a finitely additive
probability measiure on A({(O) = 1). Also suppose € is a collection of sets in..4 such that

d(E) > ) forevery E eQ,. Theuil(E,,... ,8") i" 6ffnilssequenceof members of e, then

Thus ,r

a5t lei(c) ) nl,

so that there exists c € O such that

l{i:z€E}12"f.
Equivalently for some K 2 )n there is afinite subsequence (E,,'"' rE;*) such that

Eir n "'n E;* * 6.

Deflnition 3.1.

Suppose,4 is a Boolean algebra and € C A. We say that € has intersection number

)(t,(g))=,\)for^>0if)isthelargestnonnegativenumbersothatwhenever(ot,"',d,,)
is'a finite sequence in €, there is a finite subsequence ir ( "' 1 ix with K 2 )n such that

cir A "'Aai* t't.
Notes.

(1) Is 8, ffnitrq sequence (or, . . . , co) a member of e cao apPea.r more than once, i.e. the

c;'s aeed not be distinct.
(2) i(g) is a supmum of oounegative numbers. It is easily seen that the condition

holds for this suPrenun
The followingis a sta,udard resrrlt which will prove very useful throughout the paper.

Proposition 3.2.

Suppose O is a compact Hausdorf space. Also suppose that e C C(O) such that

whenever (h,''' , f,.) is a finite sequesce in C(O)' thea

I l'(') > o
i=1

9

/E rs,dd=Id(Ed)zn)'



for some c € O, i.e.

^orf/, > o.
i=l

Then there exists a regular Borel probability measure ,pr on O such that for every f e e

f
I fau>0.

Proof:

We fust drirn that if / is in the convq hull of e,c&, then mcsl > 0. To see this
suPPose

/ = io,t,
i=l

where oi ) 0 *d DL, ct = 1. Without loss of generality (by .t easy limiting argu-
meut) we may assume each oi is rational. Using a commoo denominator we may suppose
oi = ff where

i", = ir.
d=1

If we consider the finite sequence'(gt, . . . 
, gN) where each fi is repeated n;-times

+ . 1S
koi.f, 

= * kn,
Thus,

-*to,.f, > 0.
d=l

Let F = {1 * af * g : a 2 0, f e &,g e Cp)andg > 0}. Ler B denote the open
unit bdl of C(O) with the suprenurx nonn. Since f' aod B are convex, B is open and
B n F - /, there qists a continuous linear fi:nctioaal I with aorm 1 so that

wpl(A) = I S inf )(^F')

by theHahn-BanachTheoreo. 1€Fsof(1) 21. Siuce ll ) lls 1.\(1) < 1. So )(1) = 1.

trgeC(O)aads)0,thea
)(g)+t=l(g+1)>1

since 1 * g € F. Thus )(g) 2 0. By the Riesz Representaoion Theorem, there is a regular
Borel probability measure p oa Q zuch that

I)(/)= lfdp
J
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foreachfeClOl. Nowif .f e€,L+f €F. Thus

r(/)+1:)(.f+1)>1
so )(l) 2 0, i. e.

Proposition 3.3.

Suppose .'4 is a Booleac algebra and € C A,. For I > 0, i(g) = ,\ if and only if there
exists afinitely additiveprobability Beanure $ odA zuch that d(a) 2 ) for all c € €.

Proof:

Suppose i(C) = l. Without loss of generality rre rnay assume that .4 is the algebra
cI(O) where Q is a compact llausdorff space. For each clopen set E € e,ls € C(0). Let
e' = {le - 11 : E eCi. If (.Et,...,.E-) is afinite sequence in € then since i(e) : A

2 m),

i'e' 
m

-"r, !{rE - )i) > o.
r=l

Applying Propositiou 3.2 io €' there exists a regular Borel measure p on O such that

I t, -]ldp > o
J

for each .8 € €, i.e. p(E) ) I for each E € €.
Or:r opening reoarlis that motivated the idea of intersection number constitute a proof

of the couverae.

Theorem 3"4.

(J" L. Kelley): A Boolean algebra,A is a rneasure algebra if and only if .A is a Boolean
a-algebra such th^8t:

(1) 4 satisfies the g.d.l. aod

(2) ,4 - {0} = o9r€, where t(e") > 0 for each n.

Proof:

If .4 is a Boolean algebra satisfyiug (2), theo for each N there exists a finitely additive
probability measure /,. such that /,n(a) > 0 for each c € e,.. Now let d = D}r 2-"6n.
d is a strictly positive finitely additive probability measure on.4. Conversely, if / is a
strictly positive finite measure on.4, we sray take €' - {o e.A: $(a) > *1.

| rcr>0.

*i to
i=l l

11



Notes

Condition (2) characterizes Boolean algebras which possess a strictly positive finitely
additive probability measure

Kelley's Theorem can be applied directly to submeasure algebras. Suppose every sub-
measure algebra is a measure algebra. Let v be a strictly positive contiuous submeasure
on a Boolean a-algebra -4 and let p be a.n equivalent probability measure. For every e > 0

there is a 6 ) 0 so that if p(a) < 5, then u(a) < c. If we let

e = {a €,4 : u(c) > c},

c € € ioplies p(a) 2 6. Thus i(e) > 6. Thus we obtaiu a.nother formulatioq of Maharam's
Problen.

Maharamts Problem rlf:
If v is a continuous strictly positive submeasure on a Boolean a-algebra -,{ and e ) 0 is

r({c € A: v(a) > e}) > 0?

4. EXHAUSTI1€ SVBMEASURES

Rrcsll that every continuous submessure is exhaustive. Suppose that .A is a Boolean
algebra and y is a.n exhaustive submeasure on ,4. If v is not strictly positive we could
define an equirtalence relation on -4 by saying

a:bifv(cAb)=Q.

y then becomes a positive exhaustive submeasure oo the Boolea.n algebra of equirralence

classes. So we shall assume that y is strictly positive at the outset" If we define

d(a,b) = v(a\b)

for c, fu A, thea (.4, d) is a metric space. The metric completion .4 is easily verified to
be a Boolea,a algebra (the operations a,re obtained by taking limits). 4lto, it is easily
showa tbat y exteods to a strictly positive submeasu.re (still called u) on 7. .q,lso v is sti1l
qhaustirrc on f and

d(a,,b) = u(aLb) for all - dtb e A.

Proposition 4.1.

Suppose that y is a strictly positive erchar-rstive submeasure on a Boolea,n algebra 4 and

with
d(c,6) = v(a&b),

..4 is coaplete with respect to d. Theo.4 is a zubmeasure algebra and u is a continuous

submeasure on -4.



Proof:

Suppose that < cr, ) is a decreasing sequence in .4. It will suffice to prove that
{c,,: n € lf} has agreatest lowerbound. If weshow that < an > is Cauchy, thelimit is

easily seen to be the greatest lower bound. Suppose < on > is not Cauchy. Then there
exists c ) 0 such that for everv n

.lisr v(an A o'x) ) e.
t-o

Thus we cnn select a subsequence < cr.. ) so that for each ,t

v(anrAcl.*,>e.

But theo if b1 = cr.r A o'o**r, the sequeoce < b1 ) is pairwise disjoint and z(b1) ) c for
each &. Thus.A is a Boolean a-algebra. Now let us suppose that

A{4':n€N}=[,

with < cn ) still decreasing. But as we observed above, 0 is the metric limit of the
sequence < c,, >, i.e.

.$'(o") = ,.sg d(o'.'o) : 0'

Thus v is coutinuous.
We now have a blueprint for constructing submeasure algebras. Construct an exhaustive

submeasure on au algebra and take the metric completion. But how do we suarantee that
the completion "4 does not have an equivalent measure? The errswer is thal in the original
algebra "4 we bave c ) 0 so that

i({c:v(a)>€})=0.

Deflnition 4.2.

A zubmeasure y on a Boolean algebra "4 is patholoeical if for some e > 0

r({c € A: v(a) 2 c}) = 0.

Note that if (witbout aay loes of geoerality) A is an algebra of sets and v is pathological
on -4, theo there is a fixed c ) 0 so that if lim 6,. = 0 vdth 6" ) 0 there exists a finite

sequence (Aio,. . . , Ar, o) so that

Kr

I to," 1 6nKn
i=l

but u(A;o) > c. So if y is a pathological on,4, it is pathological on the countable algebra

generated by the sets {C;6l,i.e.v is pathological on a couDtable subalgebra. Piecing all
of this together we can obtain yet aaotber version of Maha.ra,m's Problem.
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Maharamts Problem fV: o

@submeasur€onacountableaJgebrao!1tsfaii.tobeexhaustive|
E*"*pi", of p.tiological submea.sures have been obtaiued by Christensen and Herer

[1], Popov [8], a^nd Tala$and [11]. unfortunately, none of these a,re exhaustive'

5. THE CONTROL MEASURE PROBLEM.

Let X be a vector space over the real oumbers and suPpose ll ' ll it a nonnegative real

r:alued firnction on X. Suppose also that

(1) ll "+vllsll 3ll +ll vll forcll',vex
izi ii r" li Stt t tt *ueo x € X and a real with lc lS I
(3) ll "ll=0impliesc=0and r ., . ,. n iL__
fni ih x'r-, X 

"od 
< dn ) is a sequeace of scalar: zuch that ,.$o" - 0 then

o,tz ll= 0

Then ll . ll is called an@on x. The metric topology defned by d'(x,g) :ll r -a ll

provides .f *itn a [near t"p"t"gy. Suppose,4 is an algebra of subsets of a set 0 and

ptA'-X
such that for every disjoint pair of sets '4', B e A

p(Av B) = p(A) + p(B).

Theu ,g is a finitely additive X-ralued vector measillre. p is said to be exhaustive if rvhenever

( A,. > is a pairwise disjoint collection in A

.BP(4") = o'

A flnitely additive rDeasure $ oo,.A is called a control measure fot 1t if J!Ld(A,,) 
: 0

implies 
'|L% 

ll p(4") ll= 0 for evety sequence 1 An ) in "4. we define a submeasure /

on.4 bY
v(A) =.tuP{ll P@) ll: B c A,B eA)'

Note that y is qha'stive if p is exha'stive. If Mahara,m's Problem has a positive solution

aod p is €*hsustive, theo y has an equinaleat fi''itely additirrc EeTure d, i'"', a controi

-ot* for p" Suppoec therc is a col'tercaople to Ma.bara'm''s Problem, let trs say a

coutiauous submeanrre !, otr a a-algebra of sets r4 io a eet O' Then the space of measurable

firqctions (actudly 
"quivaleoce 

clast" of fuactions) Lo(v) ca,n be prorided with aa F-norm

so that 
[m /" = o if aod onlY if

cp

forweryc>0
lim v{xzl f"(.r) l2c}=0'

n-@

The vector measure p i.4 -t Lo(u) defined by

p(A) = ta

is e<haustive. The measure ;r would have o9, coutrol measure.

lin ll
'l-Gt
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Maharamts Problem V: (The Control Measure Problem)

Does every exhaustive finitely additive vector measure have a control measure?

There are other equivalent versions of the control measure problem. lVe have presented
just one of these. The Control Measure Problem provides a powerful motive for wanling a
positive solution to Mahara.m's Problem. As we shall see in the next section, it is possible
that the problem couid have a pleasing solution that makes everyone hrppy.

6. UNIFORMLY EXHAUSTTVE SUBMEASUR,ES.

If y is a submeasure on a Booleao algebn 4, w" say lbzt u is trniformlv exhaustive
for every c ) 0 thcre qists a poeitive integer lV such that whenever {c1,...rcry} is a
pairvise disjoiut collectioa h 4, there exists sorue c; with v(a;) < c. Of course, uniformly
exharrstirrc submeasrrres are exbaustirrc. It is easy to see that v is uniformly exhaustive
if and only if there eccists a decreasing sequeoce ( c,. > of positive numbers so that

,rlp_.. = 0 and whenever < cn > is a painn'ise disjoint seguence in.A with the sequence

( rz(c.) > decreasing, then ,(an) S co for each n. For instance, if v is a finitely additive
probability measure, we can take c. = j. It is also easy to see that if a submeasure v has

an equivaleot finitely additive measure, then v is uniformly exhaustive.
The notiou of uniformly ochaustivo submeasures was coined by M. Talagrand. He also

posed the aatural question: does every uniformly exhaustive submeasure have an equivalent
finitdy additirrc measrrre? The answu is yes and this result appeaas i" [ 5 J.

Theorem 6.1. A submeastrre is uniformly exhaustive if and only if it has an equiualent
frnit ely additive rzreasure,

The eotire problem (and its solution) hinges on the existence of a pathological combi-
qatorial object knowu as a concentrator. It is ironic that to deay the existence a uniformly
exhaustive submeasure that is pathological, oue uses combiqatorial pathology. lVe also
qote that Kelley's theoreo plays a major role in the proof. N. J. Kalton used the existence
of concentrators to resolve two other open problem,s in F-space theory. IIe showed that
every countably additive vector tneasure with compact range has a control measure and

he showed that co is a K-space. These results also appea.r in [ 5]. It is pleasa.nt to see the
one notiou (of conceatrator) cracks so many suts! Io the last section we shall see that the
combinatorial aspect of Maharamts Probleo coutinues to play a major role.

At last, let us uotice tbat Tbeoreo 6.1 gives trs a much simpler characterization of
pathological flrbmeasures. Naneln if r is a pathological zubmeasur€ on a Boolean algebra

"4 theo there qists ffrae c > 0 so that for every positive integer.itf there exists {ot, "' , aN}
a pairwise disjoiat collectios ia.4 so that u(c;) > c for each i. In other words, there exist
arbitrarily la,rge partitious fur.A with each piece sf ooe of these having rralue at least e. It is

enticing to believe that perbaps one cao jump from arbitrarily l"tg" finite pa.rtitions with
this property to a siagle infinite partitiou. Tbis, of course, is now Mahara"'t's Problem. D.
H. Fteroli:r beliwed that this was the real problem long bdore Theorem 6.1 was proved

[* 21.

Iu practice, *hasutive vector steasures tend to give rise to uniformly exhaustive sub'
rnea{rures. So Theorem 6.1 sufEces for the purposes of a vector measure theorist. If a
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counter€(rrnple to Maharo-"s Problen ocists, then the hoped-for submeasure algebra(that is aot a m:&sur:-algebra) would make sleasure theorists very happy. The sentimen-tal favorite of all possible soluiions is a counterexample. we shall not prove Theorem 6.1here. Iastead, we refer the reader to [b].
7. PATHOLOGICAL SUBMEASURES ON THE CANTOR SET.

lVe begin by demoq"trating that if there is a pathological exhaustive submeas*re, thenthere is a pathological exhar:stive submeasure on the Jlop"o subsets of the Cantor ser.
Recall that any compact metric space that is totally disconnected and that has ao isolated
points is homeomorphic to the Caator set. Suppose.A is an algebra of subsets of a set O
aad suppose that v is a pathological ahaustivesubmeasure oo,4. Siace y is not r:niformly
exharrstive there qists c ) 0 aod a sequeace < nn > of 6aite partitions in,4 such that

(1) for every A € ro, v(A) 2 c
(2) if I n" I= K' thcq lig K" = €.
We let IKJ deaote th. rJli:,... , K]. Also let rn = {dr,., A2n,... , AKn }. Our copy

of the Cantor set will be K = -E,tI("]. Notice that if .4s is the algebra of sets generated
by the collection od sets U{o,. 5ta .nn1 ,Uuo v is au exhaustive pathological submeasure
on.46. Define a Erap

6: O --* IISr[K"l = f
as follows. For I < r S Ko, let

Sto = {e:e € K:c(n) = r}.

Each .9i," is a coordinate set iu K.
If c € O, let /(a) be the single poiut in the set

n{.9d, : s €.4i., 1 < i < Kn, f,€ lf}
i'e' /(e)(n) = r if s € .Aio for each n. Now each 5i,. is a clopen set in K. We denote
tbe collection consisting of the coordinate sets 5i. by €. Since tiie sets g separate points
ia- K, the algebra. of sets generated by € is cl(rf). Also for each ^g;. € g, d-i(si,) I A,,..
Thus if E € cl(K), theo /-r( E) e As. we now dedne /1 oD cl(rf) by

4(E) = v (6-t@))
tot 

^E € cl(f<). Ctearly 4 is an cxhanstive submeasure oa cl(K). Also for each n, the
collection

9r. = {Sro, ... ,,St,r.}
is a partition of K such tbst vl(.tdo) 2 c,l < s S K". So z1 is not uniformly exhar:stive.
Thus z1 is pathologrcd"

Maharamts Problem V[:
There does aot ocist a.n exharxtive zubmeasure v os cl(If) aad e ) 0 such that for every
coqldinal6setS€€,

z(.9) > c

I

c,

N

If
3t

3€

H

s€

m

se,
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Note.

If we wish to have v(.9) : I = ,(K),we could replace u by vs where

,a(E) : ma)c {e-t rz(-E), 1}.

Proposition 7.1.

If v is an exhaustive submeasure on cl(K), then there is a unique extension of z to a
costinuous submeasure (also denoted by z) oa the Borel sets of K such that u is regular,
i.e. for each Borel sct A

v(A)=sup{u(F):r, C A, F onpad}=inf{v(O):AC O, Oopen}

Proofi

If O is open, dedne

v(O) = sup{v(E) : E C O, E e c/(fi)}

and if F is clos€d dedne

- r(F) = inf{v(E) : F c E,,E ecl(If)}.

Notice that these exteosions of u agree on the s€ts that are both closed and open, i.e. the
clopen sets. lVe say that a set A is v-measurable if for every € ) 0, there exists sets r"
closed and O open such that F C .{ C O and

v(O-F)<c.

Note'that if O is open and c ) 0, thereexists E ecl(K) such that E C O and

v(O - E) <..

If not, we may theo inductively select a pairwise disjoiat sequence 1 En ) of clopen
subsetsof Onrchthztv(8")>cforeachn. Toseethis,suppose Er,...,En havebeen
selected' Then 

u(o.^ .J Er) >..
' i=l

Ifeuce thete qists a clopea'subset E,.+t of the open set O - ,9r8, so that u(En+) e. The

selection of such a sequeoce in cl(K) is impossible since y is exhaustive.
It is easily seen, that the v-measurable sets forn an algebra. To show that the y-

measrrrable sets form a a-algebra (and thus the Borel sets are v-measurable) suppose that
( d,. ) is an increasing sequence of v-measurable sets. We let e > 0. Norv for each n,
select F, dosed and O," opea such that FL C Ao C Oo and

u(Oo''F")46'2-(n*r).
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L€t O: .U-O.. Thetdercists E e cl(If) such that E cO aad.v(O - E) < f. Also, for- i=l
some n,

Ec 8o,.
r=l

n@
Now UFiC UAiCOand

r=l i=l

n

v(o -,9rR) < v(o - E) +)ivQ; - tr'i) < ..
i=l

The aborrc ineqrnlity follows from the nrbadditivity of / ou opeu sets (which is easily
verified).

Now nrppose that 1 Ao ) is a dec'reasing sequesce of Borel sets such that fr- An: 6.
t= I

The sequence ( v(A") > is decreasing. Suppose

,.I$z(a') = c

for some c > 0. By our criteria for measurability there exists a sequencb < F" > of closed
sets such that F" C do asd

v(An-F")q.2-(n+l).

For any n,

(,g,*) ,.!, (.{r - Fr) : 4..

Thusr(,i,F,) > u(A^)-.e^o, -.F'r) > f.Thus firr,f O. Burthen ir^^*r.
Consequeotlf, ol$_u(A") = 0 and v is continuous. The uniqueness of the extension z is
easiiy verified.

Maharamts Problem VII:
If v is a submeasure on the Borel sets of K strch that for evety coordinate set 5 € €, z(.5) :
l, must v fail to bc coatiouous?

R€c8ll that K = fr-tf"t where lin Ko = €. Let Go desote the group of permuta-
a=l' ' tl-€

tions on the f,nrte sct [K"] aod let G deoote the compact topological group

c
P
rl

rl
ti
cl

!
!
s

t

F

F

c(

tl
fl,

{,

si

€
G - II-G".

tr=l

We let ee,rh g e G *t on K is the obvious wa5 i.e.

g(o) =< 9"(c") ; .

tr g e lI,Go where g -< g,, ), then- n=l

hi

di

e,

N
dr

re
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Of cor-use, if 5 is a coordinate set, Jhen so is g(5) whenever g e G. Let p demote the Haar
probability measure on G. Suppose u is continuous submeasure on the Borel sets such
that u(.9) : 1 for every 5 g €. If we defne

vo(A): [ ,k1,r))dr,@),
J

then u6 is a submeasure ou the Borel sets such that uq(S) : I for all S € €. An applica-
tion of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem easily allows trs to verify that yo is
continuous. Also ( as is easily seea) vo is G-iarrariant, i.e. for every Borel set A a.nd g € G,

vo(gA) = v6(.4).

Maharamts Problem \Ilff :
If v is a G-iqnariant subme8suae on the Borel sets of K such tbat for every coordinate set
5 € €, z(5) = 1, must y fail to be coatinuous?

Deflnitiorr 7.2.

If .A is a Boolean o-algebra and v is a continuous submeasure on A a.nd a € .4 rve let
uo denote the continuous submeasiure on .4, d.fi.ed bv

u"(6) = v(a Ab).

Proposition 7.3.

If v is a strietly positirc continuous mbmeasure on a submeasure algebra -4 and rzs is a
continuous submeasure on ,4, then for some a €, A,vs is equivalent to zn.

This result is easily proved aod implies the followiag:

Proposition 7.4.

If v and vo a,re continuous submeasures on a a-algebra,4 such that rzs is absolutely
continuous with respecl. to v,, theo for some A e A,zs is equivalent to 2,1.

We oow return to the situation where v is a continuotrs G-invariant submeasure on
the Borel sets of K and z(5) = t for all S e €. lf, E e cl(K), then E € A^ for some
m € JY, where 4^ is the finite algebra generated by the finite collection of coordinate sets

{Sri r I S i a Kr, 1 < j S m}. If .5l,Sz € €o wherern ( n, then

v(E n,9r) = u(E n 52)

since y is G-iq'r/ariaot. If for each n € trf, we select 5o € €,., the sequence

< v(E n .5") >

has a convergeat s'trbsequeoce. Siuce d(K) is a countable collection, we may by a Caator
diagonal sequence argumeot, sclect 3q inf,nils set .E of integers such that liqz(E n S,)
qists for all E e cI(K). We dedne us oa cI(K) by

"o(E)=liov(En^9").
Note that vo 3 u oo cl(K), so vo is aD ecchaustive submeasure on cI(K). We also let z6
denote its octensioo to the Borel sets and observe that z6 is absolutely coatinuous with
respect to z (siace uo S u on the Borel sets).
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Proposition 7.5.

( S,, € €. for each n € tr, then

inf vs(S") > 0.
nCL

Proof:

First ule observe that u6 does not ''ra,aish because vo(K) = }i2 v(.9,r) = 1. Thr:s zs

cannot vanish for each .S € €r. Since st is G-invariant, ,o(5) ) 0 for each 5 € €,,. flence
rt(S) > 0 for esch S € €. Thus if inf_ ,o(5") = 0 thea

limus(S") = 0.
neL

Let us suppose lim zs(S") = 0. By selecting a.a infinite subset M of. tr we may suppose
neLthat 

",i*z6(s.) 
= g.

Note that ,o(E) = 
"lip 

v(EnSo) for every E e cl(K) since M c L. Since li-T. ,o(s") -
0, us is not equiraleut to v. Thus vs is equivalent to v1for some Borel set A where z(.-1.) > 0

and u(A) > 0. By passing to a further infinite subset of M, if aecessary, we may suppose
that

v{E)=ji#rrr(En.5")

exists for each E e d(K). Siuce vl S v we have v1 1 vs. Thus u1(41 = g. But also
4 S vA so u1(.4) = 0, i.e. v1 rranishes, i.e.

J.?"r(s") = o.

But za is equinaleot to ue, so

o[Ar^(,5,) 
: o.

Since I = rz(5'.) 5 za(S.) * v;(5") we bave a coatradiction.
Notice that siace iq_ vo(S;) > Or'the coatiuuous zubmeasure vs is every bit as patho-

logical as z, i.e. z6 is a G-iava,riant continuorrs zubmeasure with no equivalent measure.

Also by replaciag our copy of the Caotor *, 
"Er[f,l 

with 
"gztK"] 

we could assume that

.9$ v(E n 5.) *ists for every E e K -ith K = nr[K"]. Heuceforth, we assume z has

this property a.ud 
n€

vs(E) = Iim v(En '9.)

forevery EecI(K).

t

l
I
J
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Sets of the form

It is easily seeo that if M is an infinite subset of lf and 5,, € €,, for each n € M, theo
the set 

"!rr5" 
has cardinality c many disjoint G-translates. Hence

u(on .5") = 0.

"!Ms"
are, of courre, much larger.

Propocition 7.8.

E M is so inGnilg subset of ff alrd 5,. € €. for each n € M, then

/ -\
',o (."[L's" )=o'

Proof:

For sotatioual simplicity assurne M = N. Suppose that

^(,'E,S") 
t.to.

Select a sequence n1 1 n2

have been selected

,14'(5.r n "' 6 5',. n 5") = ze(S-s n "' n 5'.) ) t'

Ilence there exists n1 ) n1-1 such that

,(3", n...n 5..-, fl 5o1) > e.

This is impossible, since the sequeo"" < So, n ... n S..-, 6 ,So. > is pairwise disjoint.

Any 6nite positive tueasure on the Cantor set must give some set of the form ,!rS"
positive tnea$rre. These sets are nowhere dense. So this is a slight rednement of the fact
that errety pcitive fiaite rneasure gr"o soule noqrh€re dense set positive measure.

Maharamts Problem IX:
If yo is a costinuor:s submeasure ou the Borel sets of K, does there exist M infinite and

5," € €. for each n € M so that
ro("$5") > 0?
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8. PATHOLOGICAL SUBMEASURES oN cl(I()
Mahar"-"s Problem, in its most tractable form, is really about submeasures on cl(K).

The aext clue comes from the following scheme for constructing submeasures on cl(I().
Deflnition 8.1:

Suppose D is a collection of clopen sets which cove$t K and suppose

6:D -- [0,1].

For E € d(fQ we let

"',E eDandEC

Clearly /' is a submeasure on cl(K). Also, if E € D, 6'(E) 5 6@). If y is a submeasure
on cl(K) and we take D:cl(K), then v' = v. The apparent need to have D cover K can
be avoided by the following couveution: tf, D does not cover K, extend $ ro D U {/f }
by letting d(K) = l. We call the function / a weight function and for E e D we call
d(E) the qteicht of .9. We shaU say that / is sufrcientlv heaw if d'(S) ) 1 for every
.5 e €. We shall say that / is sufrci€ntlv light if wheoevere > 0 and < En) is apairwise
disjoint sequqtrce, there exists E" g D zuch thst C(E") < e. It is easily seen that if d is
sufrciently light, then /' is exhaustive. If v is a cotrnterexarnple to Maha.ram's problem
(udth u(5) = 1, each S € e) thea the weight function v is both suficiently heavy and
sufrcieatly light" A weight function / which is both sufrciently heavy and sufrcientiy light
produces a cousterexr.nple (, = d') to Mahar^'n's Problem.

Maharamts Problem X:
Does evsy weight firnction fail to be either sufrciently heary or to be sufrciently light?
For a fixed € ) 0, we shall say that a weight firnction / is lighter than e if whenever

1 En ) is a parnrrise disjoint sequeoce in cl(K) there ocists some Ex € D such that
d(E^) < €. Of counte, if / is light"" thao c, thea (by ar easy argument with subsequences)
whenever < .B" ) is a pain'ise disjoiat s€queoce in d(If)

ji- d'(E )Se

We now constnrct, for each € ) 0, a sufrcieatly heavy weight firnction which is lighter
thaa e. To do this we introduce the aotioa of complecity of sets. Recall that in our version

K-_frtr,l
n--1'

of the Cantor set, €. denotes the collection of coordiaate sets lor the n'th coordinate. We
Iet ,4. decote flg f,ni1s algebra geaerated by €r U €2 U ...U €,.. We let at(.A") denote the
atoms of "4o. The sets in at(.A") a,re of the form:

6.@)= inf 
tE 

g(E;):81, ,g,*)
(

I
,

I

l

!r

I1

,)

5rnSzn...n,S"



where each .9i € €;, 1 S t < n. Also sote that Ar C Az C. . . and

cl(K) =

If E e c(K), we say that E ha.s comolexitv n rf. E e A^. If E € cl(.K) and n € lf we
dedne [E]" to be the smallest set in,,rtr, which contains E. Alternateiy,

[EJ" = uU € at(.A,.): An E + 61.

Of course, Ehas complaity n if aodouly if [EJ" = .E. If E has complexity n and ft 1tu,
theo -E also hEs complcity m. We say that the comoloritv of E is tht least n such that E
has complexity n. We deaote this by writiug c(E) = n. To get a firm grasp of the intuition
here, suppoee .o is a clopeo set. Consider the requeace

<[E];>'

If the complexity of, E is n, the sequence is constantly E for i ) n. If i < n, we do not
know E by knowing [4, ot the i'th stage. E is eaigmatic (or complex) at this stage.

Heacdorth, we shall say that any ffnigg pairwise disjoint collection {Et, Ez,. . . ,-E,y i1
ci(K) is a oartition. Technically, {8r,. . . , E- U it,} is a finite partition, bur the coilection

{1,. ..,8n} doo specify afinite partition. f;;p"r. II = iEr ,...,En] is a partirion and
.(Ei) = mi where mr ( mz I ... I rnn. We say that II is consistent if whenlvet i < j,k

[Ei]-, = [Et]-,,

i.e. for each r = 1r2rl..,n - 2r[E;+r]-, = [Ei+z]-,.
We dedne the notion of a consistent pairwise dii3oint sequence similarly.

Lemrna 8.2:

Each Pairwbe disjoint sequeoce in cl(tf) has a consisteut subsequence.

Proof:

Suppose 1 En > is apairrrise disjoiat sequence of uoaeapty sets in cl(K). Let .8,"1 - Et
aud let c(E"r) - nr1. Siace -4-r b a finite set, there is some A e A^r'rn"h th"t

{n € .ff: [E"J-, = A]

is infinite. I*t n2 be the first elenent of this set with 1 - nr 1 nz. Continue inductively,
iu this fashio, to choose n1 1" rr2 ( ns < . . . .

Theorem 8.3:

For each e > 0 there is a sufrcieatly heavy weight function that is lighter than e.

io.
n=l



Proof:

Let N be an integer such that L/N < e. Let D desote the collection of sets .E in cl(K)
such that there exists a consistent partition fI = {Er,Ez,...,Ee,v+1i with E : Etu+r
Define 6(E) = 1/ff if E e D. By the previoqs le"''.'a / is lighter than e.Let 5 € €,, for
soule n and let F1,...,.Fy € €. We shall show that {F1,...,Fry} does not cover 5, i.e.

d(S) > 1. Each 4 e II, where

lI; = {Eir ,E.1r... , E6rv,4}

is consistent. Sclect i so that 
"(.B€) 

is the s'nnllest. Without loss of generality we may
a$nune thst d.gl3) is the saallest. Lt Err = .B1 ,Er2 = Cr asd En = D1. Now select i
arnong {2,3, . . . ,lV} so that (E c) is guallest. We rnay a$nrme ttrat c(.826) is the smallest.
We let

Bz = Eat,,Cz = Ezs, Dz = Eza.

So

4Dr) < 4Bz)
and the partitions

{Br,Cr, Dr, 4 } rod {Bz,Cz, Dz, Fz} *" consistent.

Continue in this fashion to cho&e {B;,C;,D;} in fI;. After renrrsrbering, if necessary, we
may suppose that for 1 ( i < lf - 1,

c(Di) < 
"(Bi+r).

Also eacb {B;,C;,D;,4} is consist€nt. We now select Ar ) Az )....Arv - A so that

(i) Cr € at("41,) where F; = dD;).
(ii) Cr fl 4 = d,l S i < If (*,4n4 = d).
(iii) Ai nS# d,l < i S ff( so Afl S * 6).

Now 5 € er. So that t A" € at(,4-) theo 5nA"+ 6rf m ( n and Aon,5 I / only if
Ao C 5 wheo n S m. First let Ao €at(.41) so that /" n.5 * 6. We select Ar € at(.,43,)
accordiag to the follordng four cases:

Case 1. n<C(B)
Case2" c(.Br)<nJc(Cr)
Case3. 4Cr) <nJ 4Dr)
Case 4. 4Dt) < n.

Case 1

Cboose A\ e a\.{o) so that .d,o ) A'1 aod A\ C.5. Let m = 4Br). If Ai A C1 : /, then
sioce [Ctl^ = [I'iJ- aod Ci €.4^,4 n,4i = /. Thus we can choose any Cr € at(.46,)
so that C', f Ar. lI A\nq # 6, choose C1 a "4rr such that 41 C A\ flCr"Since
AnI'r =6,Art1F1 =$.



Case 2

.Once again choose e\_e at(.A.) sucb that Ao ).4i and A\ C.g. Let r_r: c(Cr). if,{inDr - /, then.ri":: [Dr]- = [4]. andAi €A^,ainR ='6. Anychoiceof Ar c,{iwith Ar. € at(,41r) *ill do. If A\n'4I /,ihenn,. *uy choose Ar C at(.A3,) so thaiAr C A\nDr. Thus Ar nFr -f since Dr O Fr=6.

Case 3

- Lct -- = "(Ct). 
B.y au argument idestical to the above we rnay select A,, e a\e,-) sothat c'1 c Ao and Ai fl fi = c. since n ( n,.4i. n.5 # d. so we car find .41 e at (a j'j) sothatClnS*6.

Case 4

we3oeasilyfind.4r€at(*41,)sothatA1CAoand41fi.F'1-/.Since&1<
n,.41 fl S f 6.

The choice of A2r...,/,v proceeds in eiactly the sa^me way. [n each case A;-1 plays
the role of Ao above. By (i), (ii) and (iii), {.F'r,. . . , Frv} tails to cover ,S.

Notice tbst if y is a nrbmeasure so that whenerrcr i E, > is painrise disjoint,

v(.E") = 0

then v is exhaustive. We can produce a pathological submeasr.rre which has

v(En) : g

Um
n-€

lim
n-@

for painrise disjoint sequences 1 Eo > with a uniform bound on ( c(8") > .

Theorem 8.4:

If < m; > is a strictly increasing sequence of poqitive iutegers, there exists a submeasure
z oa d(K)_such that z(^g) ) I for each S € € and if < Ei )-is apairrrise disjoint sequence
such that E; € Aq for earh d, thea

H"rg")=o
The maia idea of the proof (which we shall uot give) is the following:

Lemtna 8.5:

If < mi ) is a strictly increasiag sequence of positive iategers and n is a positive integer,
theo tbere qists lV a positive integer nrch that wheaever tr-= {gr, . . . , E;} is a partitlon
with Ed 6 A'mt, there ocists a consisteat partitioa trt with trt c ft.so that iI, h* at least
n elemeats.



Proof:

Let X denote the set of all E =1Ei >e 
,E 

r-, such that I E; ) is a disjoint sequence.

Since each.,4-, is finite, .Er,', is compact in the product topologr. It is easily seen that
i=l

X is a dosed subset of the product. Let Xrv denote the set of all E e X such that
< E1,...,Etv ) does not have a consistest subsequeuce of leogth n. Each Xry is closed

inX andXr )& r....If fi *n, l/, theathereisasequence ( E; >€ X whichdoes

not harrc arbitrarily large.o#iiuot partitions. This is iopossible, so X,v = / for some .lf.
The idea of the proof of the theorem is thea to use the leoma to constnrct a weight

function similar to the oc used for Theoren 8.4. We leave the (nontrivial) details to the
read,€r.

The two exanples scnrc as daoger sigos to auyone atteopting a positive solution to
Maharr"tts Problen. For iostance, one canaot prove that there is an absolute constant
e > 0 so that every submeasure u (witb y(S) > l for each S e €) has a pairwise disjoint
sequence 1 En > with v(E^) 2 e for each n. In other words, some lines of attack do not
work, because these eccamples stand in the way.

It would be vary nice if we could pr€s the cousisteat pa.rtition idea further to produce
a corr.uterqanple to Mahara,rn's Probleo. Uufortrrnately, this is impossible. Notice that
such suboeasur€lr are G-ia',rariaot. If v is an exhaustive pathological G-iovariant submea-

sure we co" choosc a coosistcnt pairwise disjoiat s€quence < E > with the following
properties:

(1) mr(m2 1...
(2) E^ € A^^ €
(3) v(8") ( co where 

"Err. 
= ll2.

7
(4) [8"+rl_" = .!rE*.

To see how to do this first choose Er with ,(E) ( e1 aod let m1 : c(Er). .81 is a union
of trfl r3any atoos in,4-r. Since y is a G-iryariant eubmeasure, there exists rn2 so that

v(A) < 2
'711

wheocver / e at(A-r) (note thst A = ,tl n ... n .S-r). Eeoce if we select for each atom
A, e.A^, (with At fi E1= d) u atom A C At with A I .A,^z and let E2 be the r.rnion of

ihese atons, lheo, v(E2) < cz. Notice that

Coatiaue
(1)-(4),

Et = [4rl,o,.

choosing Es,Et,... in this fashion. Ai, last with < En ) selected satisfying

n

{4,. ..,Eo,UE }
i=l



is consistest for each n. But

6--\ ,

" {UE l t i f* eachn.
\i=r / -

The moral is that a "real' submeasure (pathological and exhaustive) does aot give small
rralue to a set merely because it is the last term ia a long consistent partition.

Let < mr ) be a strictly increasing s€quence of positive integers. It caa easily be
deoonstrated that if v is a,u qharrstive pathological submeasrrre thes there is no r-rniform
rate at which the sequence u(.E1) convergg to zero wheo Et e.4-. for each ft with < E* >
a pairwise disjoiut sequence. Hwever, there is a uniform rate at which small terns of the
s€quence < u(Er) ) must appear.

Prooosition 8.6:

Suppose v is an exhaustive submeasure on cl(K). If < rnr ) is a strictly increasing
sequeuceof positiveintegers ande ) 0, thereexists aninteger.lf and h2 gz 2...),rt,.r
so that for any partitiou {.E ,. . . , E,.i} with each Er €.4^,

where

fflv@r) < e

l=l

N

ff. = t.
t=l

lirn g"(p) - 0
tl-@
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Proof:

L€t X denote the sct of, E =1 Er > t .E ^-. 
so that 1 Er > is pairwise disjoint. X

is a dosed subset of the compact product space, so X is compact. Let P(X) denote the
regular Borel probability Eeasures on X.

Florp€P(X), let

g^et)= / *E v(E^)d,1t(E).

Since v is ochaustive.
1tr

"b.:rv(En) =s-* nflr
for each E e X, By the bounded convergetrce theorern,



for each p €'P(X). Each g,, is weak* continuoua on P(X). Thus when we let

fn - do{gt ,92," ',9,.}

eacb /. is continuous on P(X) and the sequence < t > decreases to zero. P(X) is weak*

compact, so by Dini's theorem the sequence 1 fo ) converges to zero uniforrnly. Ilence,

there exists an iuteger N so that /,y(p) S,nt for each p e P(X)-

For E = {.Er,. .. , E,v} a pa,rtition in .!r"4-r define

rtl

Cs(n) = l!z(Er).' nT'l

Esch de i! afiraction ou O = UVI = {1,2r...,il}. Let € be the couvex hull of the

firactions ds. U d e e, then sigce /iv S e, there exists n € Q so that

d(n) S e.

Applying Proposition 3.2 to the firnctions {e - 6rd e e} on O we obtain a probability

measure a on O so that

It-l(n)dc(n)>o)
J

for each d € €, i.e.

I o<^)oo{^y = fo(n)o(n) < e.
J n=l

For E = {Er,..",8N} a partition with each E6 €A^r, letting 6:6e, rve have

s t"r (*f'tr.r) s'La
n=l

il
Now let P. = t g{P.

n=t
It is not too difrfllt to apply the above proposition to obtain:

Erslesil,lqs 8.7:

Suppose y is ao qhaqstirrc submeasure on d(K). If < mr ) is a striclly increasing

,"qo*"" of poeitive, then there *ists a nonaegative decreasing sequeace 1 9* > with

ct

l9.=*
lgl

so that tf, < E* ) is a pairn'ise disjoint sequence with each E* € A^r, then

l1r"@r) S 1.

l=l

2E



9. A COMBINATORIAL APPROACH

We aow coasider a noncorurtnrctive approach to the question of the existence (or nonex-
istence) of pathological exhaustive submeasures. In this section we let -4 denote cl(/i).
The key idea is that the set of weight fi:nctions on.4 is just [0., 1]'. Since ,4 is countable,
this is a copy of the Ililbert Cube. In particuls, [0,1]4 is a compact convex set. Note that
the set of extreme points of [0,1]{ is the set {0,1}r. By Choquet's Tbeorem, for every
d € [0,1]{, there is a Borel probability mea,su,re p on {0,1}' .o that for each E € -4

i(E) = [ x@)ap@).
J

The use of Choquet's Theorem here is a little heary-handed, becau.se it is easy to show
that there existe a s€quenc€ ( rn'> witb each r. € {0,l}a so that

€
6(E) = lz-" x^(Ey

n=l

for every E eA. So one could take p = i !-o6x^.
ngl

This obs€ration is usdul because it converts the problem of findlag a set function
satidying certain inequalities to the problem of finding a probability measure satisfying
certain inequalities. Of course, Proposition 3.2 now comes into play. If E e A, we let e(E)
denote the coordinate function on {0, 1}' defined by

Of cor:rse, each e(E) is continuous oa {0,1}^. In order to have / be sufrciently heavy, we
will need

e(E)(o)={; I;[;] :;

ID.urrdr,2l
(e.1)

wheoever {.Et,. .. r4rl is a corter of some .5 g €. II M =1mk > is an increasing sequence
of iotegers and < Et ) is a disjoint collection with each E3 6.A.^r, then we want

lr.ro{nr) s 1

l=1

lorolnl) s 1

or equirraleatly

l=l
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for each p. Here < 9* > is a decreasiog sequence (dependent up6n M) so that

S^
LP* : oo'
t=1

Technically, I = PW) and dr : 9(m,&). We shall refer to such firnctions of the two
variables M and & as just F. For aspecific partition n = {4,...,,8o]1 with.Er €A^r,we
shall write p(Ei for 9r or p(m,,t). So for t' to be sufrciently light we shall require that

(e.2) lL^tj)c(Ei)dp J 1

for each partition II = {.9r,..., Eo}.
A collection U = {.E,...,.E } iu cl(K) will be called a.W if for some 5 € €,

f

sc UE.
d=l

The existence of a weight firnction which is both sufrciently heavy and sufrciently light is

equirraleut by iaequalities (9.1) and (9.2) to the qisteoce of, a I and a probability measure

p on {0,1}' * that functions of the form:

D
EETL

e(E) - 1

and 1 - D p@)e(E) have aonaegative integral with respect to p. By Proposition 3"2 we
EQ,*

have tbe following:

Theorem 9.1:

There is a,a qhaustive pathologiel submeasrrre if aod only if for some choice of € and

every s€quence (Ur,. .. ,U-) of covers aad every s€quence ([It,. .. , II'.) of partitions, there

sists c € {0,1}r so that

rr - rv+ t f c(.o)(o) - t L p!l"(F)(c) ) 0.

drl E€Ur l_l F€trr

Rephrasing the above condition, the soaocisteace cd an exhaustive pathological sub-

mea$lre implies that for evelT choice of f there is a f,nite sequence (Ut,.. . ,U-) of covers

and {II1,... , [o] of partitiotls so that the firnction

n-m+t I.(sl -t D P1gl"(4 < o.

i=l E€lt; t=l f€trr

3{'



Let us make a few obsenntions about this. First of all, suppose a clopen set E appears
iathesequence(Ur,...,U-)morefrequentlythaninthesequence(fI1,...,II,,).Thenany
c € {0,1}r which ma:ci'nizes the above function will have ,(E) - 1. By removing a U;
(with E € Ui) the resulting fi:nction is still macimized by ar, c € {0, 1}/ with c(E) - 1

aod is still negative, i.e.,

I e(E)(e) 2 1 and m is replaced by m - 1.

E€lti

By a sequeoce of stepe iu which covenr U; are rcrnoved, we may aslsume that each E € ci(K)
aPPears arnong the partitions (tr1,...,[o) at least as frequently "" arnong the covers
(Ur,...,U-). Also we carr a$lume that m > n. If m 1 n then letting c(E) = 0 for every
E e A would pnovide a nonnegatirc rnlue for the firnctiou. In Theorem 9.1 oae need only
consider suuur satisfying these trrlo conditions.

Theorenr 9"1 is a sword with wo 
"dgo. 

The theorem couldbe used to prove the existence
or lo prove the nouexistence of exhaustive pathological submeasures. Let us consider the
latter possibility. Suppose that for each € we can produce sequences (Ur,...,U-) and
(IIr,. . . , fI,,) to make a negative'ralued firnctioa. Also suppose each set occurs among the
partitions as frequeo,tly as anong the conen. We shall show that each c e K gtves rise, in
a natural way, to a onetoone firnction.

Lct e € K. Then {"} = ffg *Uo" < Si > is asequenceof coordinate sets with each
r=l

Si € Ui. Let
D(") = {l e [m]:U;is a cover of some .5;].

Consider all maps $z D(x) * [r] that satisfy the following:

Rule: 'rf ,bU) = F, then thereocists aset E €Ui nIIr such that c € E.

It is easy to find a firnction r/' satistying the rule. If Ui covers some 5;, then since c €
5i, s € E for some E elli. Choose a partitioo IIr so that .E € IIr and let tl:(j): k. Now
for each i e D(x), select Ei € Ui so that r € Ei. The sets < Ei, j e D(x) ) may not
all be distinct. Suppose Ei, * Eir.V rh(jr): rb(jz) =,t thea Eir,,Ei. € [Ir.But this is
impossible since t € 85, fr E1. a.ad IIr is a partition. [n other words, f Ej, t' Ei, then
,h(jr) * rltfz).It is now easy to s€e that oae ca! select a r/ satistying the rule so that r/ is
ooetmne.

The set D(") cau be partitioned iato sets of the form:

{reD(")zEi:81.
Since each E occ:&s at least as frequeatly ia the partition sequence as in the co-''er sequence,
we can define a oue-to-one map from {j e D(a): Ej = E} to the set {e e [n]:.8 e II3].
The resultbs { is oneto-one.
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U"ioS the aborrc obsenntion as motination, we show how one ca.tr construct sequences
(Ur,. . . ,U-) of corrcrs and (II,.. . , [o) of partitiorur so that each E arises more frequently

anong the partitions (when this is possible). Let X : tl. t*"t and let I/ be a finite set.
n=1'

Suppose that for every n, I S n ( t, Po is a collection of disjoint sets in Y and that P" is

divided iuto collections Pro,..., Pr,o. For every c € X let

t

D(r) = U P,(,.)o.
n=l

Suppooe that fc eltery x € X there cxists tltrz D(x) + P such that
(1) if M € P,t")a theo ,lr'(M) e M.
(2) {' is @eto.one
(3) if 8,V € X such that c(1) =y(1),...,c(s) = y(s) then ry'' agrees with r/, on

Plr(r),...,Prr(r)

If M € Pr., ud M = {A,n,...,p'} we let c(M) = {4 ,...,8,} where E; - {x:r(n) :
i and ,hr(M) = pi). Eacb 4M) is a cover (of 5i"). If p e P, t". let fl(p) denote the
collection of sets .E where E is of the form: fc € X: rlt'(M) = p) for some M (in some

P;"). tt is easily 
"erified 

(*iog the fact that each {' is one-to-one) that each II(p) is a
partition. Condition (3) gusrantees that wheu E - {x:r(n) = i and ,b,(M) : pi with
fuI e P;n, thea E € 4,n. This helps to control the complexity of sets in the partitions.

Typically, the set Y is a collection of subsets of [If] and each Pn = {F e Y:n € F}. In
this case, if F = {-,,-r,...,mr}, fI(F) = {Er,h,...,ErI with Ei qAm;.

Using the above ideas, it is possible to devise a purely combinatorial formulation of
Mahar^-'s Probler!. The rtifr6[1y com€s la,rgely from the consistency condition (3) (or
rrariations of this). The study of the selection of one-to-one functions is called matching
theory. It is ironic that Maharao's Problen, which begins as a purely measure theoretic
problern, caa bc reforaulated as a purdy combiuatorial problem, a complex problem in
matching theory.
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